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NEW LOGO
DESIGN
At our first meeting of the year in March we discussed the idea of having a new logo designed
for the
and after some debate by the Nationwide delegates
over the following week, they settled on the image shown above.
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Nationwide
Goldfish Societies UK
-

NEW LOGO DESIGN
At our first meeting of the year last March we discussed the idea of having a new logo designed for the
Nationwide Goldfish Societies UK that is responsible for any future modifications to the Nationwide Goldfish
Standards and organising and staging the National Fancy Goldfish Open Show, held on the last Saturday in
September (this year it falls on Saturday 30th).
The meeting decided that if we used a fish image it should not be one that any of the four societies that
comprise the Nationwide Goldfish Societies UK use but should represent the complexity and refinement of a
Goldfish variety standard that tests the skill of the breeder to the limit. i.e., twin tail, round body, eye or head
development etc., It was agreed that we should go for an Oranda, preferably a calico.
Within a couple of days June very kindly and expertly produced a number of options based on a couple of
themes and after going back and forth with the nationwide delegates that showed an interest in the exercise
we settled on the image shown. Our thanks go to Graham Turner, Keith Waters, Bob Jones, Ian Mildon, Andy
Barton, Sherridan Moores and most of all to June for the fantastic job well done. (we had to drop the idea of
the Calico colouring – there is a limit to our graphic skills being all born before the computer age. The image
will now be at the centre of all the rosettes at the national show and eventually on the award cards once we
have used the ones printed only last year.

AMGK ‘CHRISTMAS’ CLUB MEAL

Following a very well attended first meeting of the new year, when a number of our new members were
welcomed to their first visit we had a second society carvery meal at the local pub. Although we lost about
ten members after the meeting had closed, due to other pre-arranged commitments, we still managed to fill
a large area of the dining section of the pub with some 25 pre-booked members. I think that it is fair to say
that all of us enjoyed the day with the evening meal just the ticket for the journey home, especially as some
members had a great distance to travel (Manchester, Grimsby, Grantham, Bristol and Yorkshire). Club funds,
of course, paid for the meal that probably accounted for the great attendance but it did give a great chance
for new and older members to get to know each other, drink driving laws permitting!

Notes of the Live Food Culture Talk
By Big Andy

-

CHAIRMAN’S OPEN DAY
Just a quick reminder that Pat will be hosting a Chairman’s Open Day for members and friends on Sunday
23rd July 2017 anytime from 11.00am till late. The address and post code will be given out at the next
meeting for those that don’t already know it with the telephone number printed in your membership card.

It has been a few years since we had an open day in Telford, due to
other commitments and fish losses (three years of wipeouts within the
last five has been pretty devastating for moral). One has momentarily
called into question the sanity of trying to breed fish of high quality
year after year on many occasions over that time but it seems once
started it gets in the blood!
If folk know that they can make it to the day please make it known at
the next meeting so that we can get an idea of numbers as;
1. The venue house and garden has a limit as to how many people can
be accommodated if it rains.
2. There will be a buffet lunch provided (for about 1.00pm).

PLEASE SEND YOUR ARTICLES FOR THE NEWSLETTER BY EMAIL TO:
amgkblog@gmail.com OR BY POST TO: 8A Howard Road, Stafford, ST17 9EW

LIVE FOOD CULTURE TALK BY ‘BIG ANDY’
What an interesting meeting we had before the club meal given by big Andy. Live food culture of various
types was normal practice for us young fish keepers during the fifties and early sixties, however since there
has been a ready supply of imported tinned Brine Shrimp eggs from the late sixties and an improved
knowledge of how best to get a good hatch rate etc., the art of breeding cultures of many live foods has
largely been lost to today’s hobbyist. Older fish keeping books from the 1940’s and 50’s , together with the
late Frank Orme’s (our first president) book ‘Fancy Goldfish Culture’ are good sources of knowledge on the
subject but it was good to hear all the interesting facts from an expert in the field today to whet one’s
appetite to embark on a useful exercise to increase our fish’s feeding palette.

Notes of the Live Food Culture Talk
By Big Andy

-

As Andy explained at the opening of his talk, he was let down by an unfortunate accident with his computer
and printed sheets earlier in the day (tripping/tea tray/stairs/wrong place and time etc.,) so the talk was
given straight from the hip without the usual electronic aide memoir of some electronic devise in a darkened
room! Big black bin liners, out of which popped out plastic bottles of various coloured water kept our
interest throughout the afternoon however and contributed to the excellently competent and varied talk for
which we were all highly appreciative. It is understood that Andy, if his computer is recoverable, will make
available the printed sheets that should have accompanied the talk at a future meeting. In the meantime, a
short list some of the salient points are outlined below, based on 4 (A4) sheets of hand written scribbled
notes made during the talk:1. Live food really is essential for growing fish well
2. Andy explained that his interest started at school with his science teacher having a few aquariums in the
class room
3. Good food is daphnia/brine shrimp (that most of us currently use) but thought a variety of worms are
best. Note: It has to be said that Andy produces a big variety of worms in very large quantities for his more
commercial enterprise, so some of the methods he uses may not be so easily accomplished by the smaller
hobbyist due to more restricted land and facilities (airing cupboards usually have other uses in most homes
than being taken up with hatching and nurturing microscopic creepy- crawlies)
4. Discussion led onto ‘Green water’ and what it means as a food source for other creatures, blue green nontoxic ideal for daphnia
5. Worm Tea - 4 litres of worm tea per 1000 Litres of water. Worm tea being the term for the liquid drawn
from base of worm riddled compost to feed green water
6. Spirulina powder (4 teaspoons mixed in a spring water bottle sprinkled over a Daphnia pond of 100 litre
volume) maintains a food supply for Daphnia.
7. Duckweed strips out Nitrates from water. Can be harvested and put into worm dump
8. Add 20mm limestone and plant watercress. Add freshwater shrimp to clean watercress.
9.Use Dendrobaena worm in compost heap/worm dump. Fantastic breeders to be chopped up and fed to
well grown youngsters and older fish. Worms can be cleaned by laying sliced melons on dump surface that
attracts the worm through it that are automatically cleaned once they have worked their way through the
layer. If a plastic sheet is laid on top the worms will gather underneath and can then be prepared for feeding
to fish. Optimum temperature for growing the worm is 21C
10. Other shrimp that can be used as a feed is Gaum shrimp and Mexican Scud Shrimp (don’t ask!)

Notes of the Live Food Culture Talk
By Big Andy

-

11.Adding dry skimmed milk to green water can produce Paramecium as a first live food. 10Ltr tap water in
black bucket add 5gms skimmed milk plus 50ml Paramecium culture at 18C, forget for 10 days. Harvesting
separate Paramecium from culture (didn’t note how)
12. Vinegar Eels (growing in apple juice, beer, cider apple vinegar 50-50 plus yeast (optional) Slice of apple
on the top
13. Demonstration of 2Ltr bottle with filter floss etc., specific gravity separates culture from water
14. Uses for Algae – red algae for salmon family of fish good for colouring. Blast daphnia with red algae to
feed fish.
15. Demonstration of scouring pad in plastic tub etc., cotton wool in pipe etc., (need to ask again about this
one.
16. Grindle worm fed with sausages
17. Needlepoint material laid over soaked bread
18. Goldfish fry feeding – Banana worms 2mm., Found on rotting bananas – Micro worms 4mm, Walter
worms 3mm. Porridge Oats culture made with water cooked and let go cold stir water to make a consistency
like wall paper paste half inch deep and use a wet cotton wool bud to harvest worms after 3 days.
19. Alternative is Instant Mash – these will be slower to start but will last for months (Nematode?)
20. Tubifex – stagnant water, use their tail to breath – warning wear waterproof gloves, same for blackworms
21. Cow muck with 50-50 mix of sand (silver or play) seed with worm
22. California blackworm keep inside aquarium and fed on goldfish flake on open textured foam. They are
free swimming
23. Fish colourants – Gamma shrimp have carotenoids. Water melon/snow algae makes red
24. Beta carotenoids, sweet potato, spinach, butternut squash, cantaloupe melon all produce red colourant
25. Paprika, Saffron, Rabbit grass pellet etc., produce yellow
26. Beef heart, Liver, Kidney, Herrings, Mussels and Sweetbreads give a shine to the body
The above is just a quick? snap shot of the topics covered by Andy’s talk, whatever is not clear can be
explained by Andy at the next meeting.

Gardens, Ponds &
-

Fish Houses…..
consists of a 12’ x 6’ greenhouse frame covered with triple wall
polycarbonate, 3 medium sized ponds and 2 smaller ponds which are connected to the fish house system.
Inside the fish house, on either side, I have built long
brick troughs, 1 x
, the other is
divided by an integrated filter and only 15” deep.

At the far end is the
main filter for the
whole
system
which is sunk into the
ground to match the
level of the 2 troughs.

The main filter is divided into
three sections filled with
alfagrog and plastic media.
The middle section houses a
pump which sends the water
up through a UV filter to a
header tank in the roof of
the fish house.

This filter services the whole of the house, plus 2 small ponds outside, using a series of domestic push together
water pipes with taps to each tank ( enabling me to isolate a tank if needed) and individual overflows running
back to the main filter.

Gardens, Ponds &
-

Fish Houses…..
Supported on racking above the troughs on each side
tanks on the
are various sized tanks.
left and
on the right. All tanks
are 18” wide and 12” deep filled to about 10”.
- water from the main
filter is pumped up to the header tank, which has 2
overflows and 4 outlets feeding the 2 rows of tanks
and the 2 troughs. Water from the tanks and the right
side trough flows back to the main filter. On the left,
the header tank feeds into the first outside pond and
then overflows through a series of filters, some topped
with pebbles and planted with marginal plants and
watercress, (all helping to keep the nitrate levels down)
then back inside to the main filter. Two Koi 50 air
pumps aerate the fish house system and also the other
larger outside ponds.

The top pond
7’ x 5’ x 30” D starts with an integrated filter which
overflows into the pond, which overflows into an other
filter, which in turn overflows into the bottom pond,
which is 5’ x 4’ x 18” D. This houses a largish pump

which sends the water under the floor of the ponds
and up into the top filter.
Both of these filters have as many water plants
growing in them as they can manage and the resulting
shallow pools of clear running water are much visited
by birds taking a morning dip!

Gardens, Ponds &
-

Fish Houses…..
Lastly, the quarter round pond is the only self
contained one, with it’s own filter filled with plastic filter
medium, topped with gravel and planted up with yet
more aquatic plants. A pump in the pond feeds the
water up through the filter and back into the pond via
a small overflow.

per litre - so about 45 gms and an air stone. Then,
depending on the size of the spawn, I add 2/3
teaspoons of eggs. After 24 hours I remove the jar and
leave it to settle.

Whilst the first jar is
settling I repeat the
process.
Then, with a small
bore pipe into an
empty jar, I siphon off
the orange band of newly hatched brine shrimp, which
have settled to the bottom of the jar and all but a
couple of inches of the salty water and empty egg
shells. This is tipped into the jar that has just started
‘cooking’ which gives any trapped shrimp or
unhatched eggs a second chance The jar of newly hatched shrimps is placed back into
the box and kept aerated. I then feed these together
with the salty water, at about 60 ml a time, to the fry
throughout the day. This way I find that most of the
shrimp are eaten with very little waste.

consists of a
polystyrene box with a plastic liner and 3x 2Ltr glass
jars for ‘cooking’ the eggs in.
When the water in the box reaches 82°F I begin the
process by filling the first jar with 1.5 Ltrs of tap water,
adding ordinary
at the rate of 30 gms

Andrew’s Goldfish
Diary 2017

-

January 1st

January 16th onwards

What a start to the year! I went into
the fish house on New Years Day to
find the moors spawning. “Far too
early” even for me - still now that they
have spawned “you’ve just got to raise them”.

Daily feeding of brine shrimp and water changes
every other day.

January 4th
Baby moors started to hatch and climb up the sides
of the bowl to fill their air bladders - time to get a
tank ready for when they are free swimming.

January 6th
Moors placed in a tank and brine shrimp set up to
feed, once the egg sack has been consumed.

January 30th
Spawning of tosakin today, only a
small one but from the best pair.

February 6th
Tosakins have hatched today.

February 8th

January 8th

The tosakins were placed into a tank after very
quickly becoming free swimming and were given a
feed of brine shrimp.

First feed of brine shrimp.

February 12th

January 12th
Partial water change and brine shrimp twice a day.

A second spawning of moors took
place today.

January 15th

February 15th

Telephone conversation with Pat Davies regarding
moors and moor spawning - I offered a spawning or
some moors, whichever comes first.

Rang Pat regarding the baby moors to see if he
wanted some of the spawning as they were
developing rapidly.

Andrew’s Goldfish
Diary 2017

-

February 18th

March 25th

I had hoped to pass half of the
spawning of moors to Pat today but
they hatched before this could
happen, so we agreed to do this at
the March AMGK meeting. This meant that the fish
house was going to be full for a while but I wanted
to help Pat replenish his stock of moors as he was
down on numbers of fish.

Up until today I had spent my time
feeding the fry, feeding, cleaning
and getting the rest of the adult fish
I wanted to spawn
into shape ready for their spawnings.

March 5th
Pat’s half of the moor spawning is now free
swimming and growing slowly - probably due to the
number of fish in the tank. To help this situation I
began sorting the fry for single tails and poor tail
shape.

March 10th
All baby fish are doing well and eating brine shrimp
but the tosakin and second spawning of moors are
growing slowly. First spawning of moors are doing
well.

March 12th
AMGK club meeting today - was a great start to the
club season, with good attendance to the first
meeting of the year and a very informative talk on
live foods given by Big Andy. Today Pat took
ownership of the baby moors that I had promised
him and they all got to Pat’s house safe and sound.

Well today it all happened! The
fantails, veiltails, lionheads and
orandas all spawned and most of
the day was spent sorting out the
spawnings that I had taken.

March 26th
All day was spent moving the adult fish out of the
fish house, cleaning tanks and setting them up for
the baby fish once they are free swimming.

March 30th
During the week I carried out water changes every
day to every bowl that had eggs in and added
fungus treatment of 4 drops per bowl each time the
water was changed. During this time you could see
the eggs start to develop.

Andrew’s Goldfish
Diary 2017

-

April 1st

April 13th

All of the fry have now started to hatch and make
their way up the sides of the bowls to take a gulp of
air to fill their swim bladders.

Have now commenced daily water changes for all
the fry and am now considering body shapes for the
first time and with the calico fish I have started to
remove matt and metallic ones as well.

April 4th
Moved the free swimming fry from their bowls into
their tanks where they will be for the foreseeable
future.

April 7th
Finally got the last of the fry into tanks and they are
now all on brine shrimp.

April

8th

The calico lionheads spawned again
today and I also took a hand
spawning from two particular fish.

April 10th
Calico lionheads developed rapidly and have now
hatched.

April 12th
Fully into a routine of feeding and sorting fry every
day to reduce numbers and create more space for
the remaining fry.

April 15th
Divided the calico fantail spawning in
half and gave one half to Gary
Malpas to raise. Also the tosakin
have spawned again today.

April 16th
Changed the water for the tosakin eggs and placed
them in a warm area in the fish house to develop. I
also added 4 drops of fungus treatment to deal with
any fungal issues that there might be.

A Winter’s Tale
-

Having suffered a fairly poor breeding programme during 2016 ending up with some of the poorest
coloured Bristol Shubunkins youngsters in 29 successive years of line breeding, together with a first attempt
for a number of years to breed Calico Veiltails (also largely poorly coloured with an excess of orange and
very little blue) I was blessed with a final selection of 80 young Moors that looked particularly promising.
At the Bristol Aquarist Society Open Show, followed by the National held in Telford during September 2016,
all my young fish selected did particularly well to my surprise and delight. I managed to select some rather
good Veiltails from the spawning to make three teams together with the best of the Bristol Shubunkins
making a further contribution to the ever challenging team classes. My Moors hit some top quality
opposition at Bristol and were judged
accordingly!

I continued to feed the fish until the late
Autumn on ‘Hikari’ Wheatgerm pellets (soaked
and mashed) together with frozen Mysis.
During a visit to my home by Mick and June in
the late autumn to collect a tin of Brine Shrimp eggs that I had collected from Yorkshire Brine Shrimp Co. on
behalf of the club, we went to the fish house to see how the fish were looking in their over winter quarters.
To my surprise, I discovered that all my prize winning adult Moors (6 in each of two 5 x 2.5 x 0.5 foot tanks)
were missing! Thinking that my memory was even worse than I thought I searched the other tanks in the fish
house, alas to no avail. All twelve large fish had been taken. After first considering calling the police to report
a burglary I then started a search of the fish house to see if something smaller than a human could have got
in and carried out the dastardly deed. Although I found some rot in two of the corners of the wooden base
of the fish house, by flushing a jet hose into the crevices, no water came through the other side. To say that I
was puzzled would be an understatement.
The next day I discovered my large shubunkins (twenty plus) had now disappeared from their tanks, together
with 28 older adults vanishing from my outside 8’ x 8’ x 1’ pond. The next day, looking into the large tank of
80 young moors I discovered that there were only 42 left, with the next day only two left in the tank. The
following day all the Calico Veil, Bristol Shubunkin and Moor teams had left their tank with just a few calico
Veils bred in the summer left (ten in all, all orange colour and turned out to be nine females with the runt of
the litter being a male).

A Winter’s Tale
-

Time to give up fish keeping for good I thought, the investment in time and feed, sorting out future prize
winners and breeders – not to mention the electricity used to heat such large numbers of fish from
conditioning breeders to finishing the rearing of youngsters ready for the September shows – it was almost
too much.
I then found that a glass had slipped down a couple of inches from the apex of the roof, so something rather
than someone could have got in, but how it got out with its booty, I still can’t fathom. Needless to say, I have
now concreted over all the ‘weaknesses’ in the timber base to the fish house and put padlocks on the door
and garden gate.
With the few fish remaining I decided to re-heat the tanks in January and invested in some sheets of triple
wall polycarbonate sheeting that I cut to fit all the tanks. This was to help keep the heat in and any intruder
out.
Luckily for me we are all blessed with enough friends and contacts in the fish breeding hobby that very
sportingly rallied to my rescue in trying to rebuild my breeding stock. Firstly, acquiring two pairs of young
Moors from Tony Robert’s grandson, Liam, that were from the same line as my lost ones and secondly kindly
being gifted three pairs of Moors from Bob Jones I finally felt confident that in a year or two I should be back
on track with the Moors. I have also borrowed back two young Moors that I bred in 2016 from a Chicken
breeder friend of mine from his interior ornamental aquarium so now have a good base from which to
restart my breeding programme. After many false starts and the passing of two full moons none of the
moors have so far obliged! Easy and fish breeding are not words that sit comfortably together (a bit like
Political and Correctness, but that’s another pet hobby of mine).
A visit to David and Marguerite Padfield’s house on 31st January resulted in a generous loan of a pair of
Bristol Shubunkins (followed by another female a while later) that I had bred some years before. After then
being well fed by Marguerite’s wonderful cooking it was on my way home that
I finally felt that things were going to go my way at last.

A Winter’s Tale
-

The youngsters have now been culled to remove all the metallic youngsters and most of the white matts or
‘pinkies’. All pinkies with even the smallest hint of colour have been kept so far (24th March) as they can
often turn out to be the most colourful of fish once they reach two to three inches.
I have kept 240 from the spawning out of over 700 and most have very promising tail formation and long
bodies. I’ll have to see how they progress over the summer.
Upon hearing of my plight, Andy (our President) very kindly offered me a Moor spawning, having already
bred his adults a month before. They started to hatch before I could get to Andy’s house so I received a
couple of buckets full of free swimming youngsters at our last meeting. To my pleasant surprise there were
plenty of youngsters in each bucket and more importantly Andy had already sorted them for their double
tails!
These were grown on and I was eventually very pleased with 42 selected for high dorsals and perfectly
squared edged tails.(anyone who has bred Moors, even from a long and well established strain will know
that there is always a lot of ‘wastage’ early on in order to select for all the points of the breed). Most were
already blacked up but too young to check for double anal fins. Whilst preparing larger tanks to place the
Moors in the next day I inadvertently separated the air line from the air pump to their tank (needed to keep
them oxygenated overnight due to them growing so well in a two foot tank). Needless to say the following
morning all were dead, presumably from suffocation. It looks like I may be out of young moors this year after
all earlier efforts, although I suppose we still have May. Andy has kindly volunteered to try and obtain a
further spawning for me, but it seems that I’m not the only one with fish that don’t seem to be in the mood!
To fill up my tanks for the Chairman’s Summer Open
House (garden too if
it’s sunny on Sunday
23rd July), I had
spotted some Ranchu
in one of my local
aquarist shops. They
were Chinese type fish
with lovely rounded
backs that dropped
sharply down to an
upright tail. I had seen
them for a few weeks and dithered about whether I should buy them or
not (risky bringing in unknown sourced fish into any fish establishment
especially in the colder months). Anyway, on the first of February on a visit
to get some fish food I noticed that the fish were spawning in their tank so
I bought two pairs and a couple of younger good red specimens from an
adjacent tank.

A Winter’s Tale
-

Although it’s been a difficult last few months, with the third virtual wipe
out of fish stock in the last five years I think that I have now turned a
corner, again!

Post script

I have recently spoken with another fish breeder
who lost all their youngsters a year or two back in a
similar vain to my losses, that is losing vast
numbers nightly. Rats were the culprits, eventually
dispatched by their cat! Why aren’t rats as big as
dogs if they can help themselves to my exotic menu
on a nightly basis is another mystery. I have had a
variety of traps down and bait but nothing has taken
the bait so far and the traps have been sprung with
nothing trapped. One day I’ll get to the bottom of this once
and for all, but for now I’ll just press on and see you at the shows.

NEXT MEETING
Although we have the adult fish table show we also have the bluest fish and prettiest fish competition. The
adult fish is for Nationwide Standards fish only but the others can be any goldfish that the keeper fancies. All
the fish will be judged by all members, but the adult fish will also be judged separately by a Nationwide
judge in their respective variety class.
In addition, Ian has kindly agreed to bring from Bristol his lap top and projector so that through the
Chairman’s photographic records and Ian’s own we can have a group discussion on various members’ fish
houses and set ups. These can include Gary’s, Phil’s, Richard Rizzotti’s, Pat’s, Martin’s and Ian’s so there will
be lots to talk about on the day as all the various set ups have differences that could be of use to those of us
that are thinking of building a new or better system for keeping, breeding and rearing their own fish.

DIARY DATES FOR 2017
-

Dates for meetings at Binley Hall for 2017
Adult/Prettiest & Bluest/Non-Standard Fish table Show
Baby Fish Table Show (Bred 2017)
A.G.M. & Presentation of Awards

Other dates for 2017
AMGK Open Show at West Orchard Church Hall Coventry
NEGS Open Show
Pat’s house Open Day
BAS Open Show
NGPS Open Show
National Fancy Goldfish Open Show

Subscriptions now due
Membership subscriptions are now due (£12.00); these can either be paid at our next meeting in May or can
be forwarded to:
Gary Malpas, Treasurer, 15 Rosgill Place, EASTFIELD ESTATE, Northampton, NN3 2RQ.

DVD

Gary currently has a DVD (includes amongst others, AMGK Open Show 2016 / Baby Fish Table Show 2016);
which he will copy onto discs to sell, with donations going to the club; should any member wish to order one,
please let Gary know at the May meeting.

can everyone please return all trophies on or before
our Open Show in June
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